Using a recursive formula for the Mellin transform T n,a (s) of a spherical, principal series GL(n, R) Whittaker function, we develop an explicit recurrence relation for this Mellin transform. This relation, for any n ≥ 2, expresses T n,a (s) in terms of a number of "shifted" transforms T n,a (s + Σ), with each coordinate of Σ being a non-negative integer.
group for GL(4, R) on the variable a. We thereby obtain new relations that are particularly useful for studying meromorphic continuation, poles, and residues of T 4,a (s).
Such information is, in turn, relevant to the work of Goldfeld and Woodbury [6] , which concerns orthogonality of Fourier coefficients of Maass forms, and the Kuznetsov formula, for GL (4) . This work extends results previously developed in the context of GL(3), cf. [5] (particularly Theorem 1.3 there). In the GL(4) context, the analyses entail a test function p T,R (y 1 , y 2 , y 2 ) depending on parameters T and R. Goldfeld and Woodbury define p T,R in terms of its explicitly specified Lebedev-Whittaker transform p ♯ T,R (cf. [4] , [23] ). Because the former equals the integral of the latter against a spherical, principal series GL(4, R) Whittaker function, integrals -specifically, Mellin transformsof these Whittaker functions arise. To understand p T,R (especially its growth properties), then, one must have information concerning various properties of T 4,a (s). We will investigate these properties in this paper.
To establish the framework for our results, and to provide detail concerning the ideas discussed above, let us first discuss harmonic analysis on GL(n, R).
To this end, we let X n ⊂ GL(n, R) be the group of upper triangular matrices with diagonal elements equal to one, and let Y n ⊂ GL(n, R) be the group of diagonal matrices y of the form y = diag(y 1 y 2 · · · y n−1 , y 2 y 3 · · · y n−1 , . . . , y n−1 , 1), where y j ∈ R + for 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1. The Iwasawa decomposition for GL(n, R)
identifies the "generalized upper half-plane"
with the set {z = xy | x ∈ X n , y ∈ Y n }.
We wish to consider certain (non-zero) eigenfunctions of the algebra D of GL(n, R)-invariant differential operators on H n . To do so, it is convenient to start with the simplest such eigenfunction, namely, the power function
where a k ∈ C for 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1. Let us put a n = −a 1 − a 2 − · · · − a n−1
and a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ), and denote the corresponding power function (1) by
. It is then shown [15] that H a is indeed an eigenfunction of D,
and that its eigenvalues λ a (d), defined by
are invariant under any permutation of the a j 's.
GL(n, R) Whittaker functions may now be defined in terms of the above power function H a , and the character
of X n . We have:
smooth on H n and meromorphic in a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n−1 , such that:
The systematic study of Whittaker functions was initiated, in the more general context of Chevalley groups over local fields, by Jacquet [9] . We will restrict our attention here to the context of GL(n, R).
The space V n,a of GL(n, R) Whittaker functions of type a has dimension n!:
this follows from unpublished work of Casselman and Zuckerman, and independent work of Kostant [12] . In this paper, we will be concerned with the speherical principal series Whittaker function W n,a (z) ∈ V n,a , which is (up to scalars) the unique element of V n,a that decays rapidly as y j → ∞ for 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1. This uniqueness property of W n,a (z) follows from multiplicityone theorems of Shalika [16] and Wallach [22] .
The Whittaker function W n,a (z) is central to the harmonic analysis of automorphic forms on GL(n, R). Specifically, suppose ϕ :
for GL(n, Z) -in other words, ϕ(γz) = ϕ(z) for all γ ∈ GL(n, Z) and z ∈ H n ; ϕ decays rapidly in each y j , as y j → ∞; and ϕ is an eigenfunction of D with dϕ = λ a (d)ϕ for all d. Then ϕ has a "Fourier-Whittaker expansion" (cf. [14] , [16] ), all of whose terms are expressible in terms of W n,a (z). This follows from the multiplicity-one theorems mentioned above. If ϕ is instead a Maass form, which is similar to a cusp form but may satisfy somewhat less stringent growth conditions, it is still the case that "most" of the Fourier coefficients of ϕ are expressible in terms of W n,a (z).
for s = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n−1 ) ∈ C n−1 and
plays a significant role in the theory of automorphic forms, and especially in the study of automorphic L-functions. (See, for example, [2] , [10] , [11] , [13] , [17] , [20] , [21] .) We remark that W n,a (z), properly normalized, is invariant under permutations of the a j 's, and consequently so is T n,a (s). The standard normalization of W n,a (z), which is the one originally given by Jacquet [9] , and to which we adhere throughout this paper, ensures this invariance.
By Mellin inversion, we have
with the path of integration in each s j being a vertical line in the complex plane, of sufficiently large real part to keep the poles of T n,a (s) on its left.
We conclude this section with some basic facts -to be of importance in what follows -concerning gamma and Bessel functions. Proofs of all of these facts may be found, for example, in [24] .
For the gamma function, defined by
for Re s > 0, and having analytic continuation to C\{0, −1, −2, . . .}, we have the residue formula
and the translation and reflection formulas
Next, the modified Bessel function K ν (z) of the second kind is defined as follows:
the path of integration being a vertical line to the right of any poles of the integrand; or, equivalently
As is well known (see, for example, [1] ), the spherical principal series Whittaker function on GL(2, R) is closely related to the Bessel function K ν (z) -specifically, we have
(Here, by a slight abuse of notation, we identify (a, −a) ∈ C 2 with the complex number a, and identify the matrix y = diag(y, 1) ∈ Y n with the positive number y.)
A recurrence formula for general n
We begin with the following recursive formula, derived in [7] , for the Mellin transform T n,a (s):
where a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) and s = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n−1 ), as in the previous section; also,
(The second equality in (8) follows from the change of variable z j → z j + ja 1 /(n − 1) applied to the first.) It is shown in [18] that the above formula defines T n,a (s) as an analytic function of s, in a product of half-planes where the real parts of the s k 's are sufficiently large with respect to the real parts of the a j 's.
In this section, we will use (8) to deduce a different sort of recurrence relation for T n,a (s) -one that expresses this Mellin transform in terms of "translates"
T n,a (s + Σ), for certain integer (n − 1)-tuples Σ.
To this end, let
be the set of binary sequences of length n − 1 that do not contain two adjacent 1's. Define
We have
,
Then for any n ≥ 3, we have
and, consequently,
PROOF. Equation (11) follows from equations (9) and (10), and the fact that every µ ∈ U n−1 begins with the pair 1, 0, or 0, 0, or 0, 1.
So it suffices to prove (9) and (10); we do so by induction. We check directly that these equations hold for n = 3. Now assume that they are true for
, and µ=(0,µ 2 ,··· ,µm)∈Um k∈Iµ
so they are true for n = m as well, as required. ✷ Now let
The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 3
PROOF. By (8), the left-hand side of (12) equals
which is zero by Lemma 2. ✷ 3 The case n = 4
We now restrict our attention to the case n = 4, and investigate some analytic properties of T 4,a (s). Note that Theorem 12 reads, in this case,
From this relation, we wish to derive new identities that relate our Mellin transform T 4,a (s) to shifts of that transform that are "strictly positive" in one or more of the variables s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 . Such identities will be useful for deriving meromorphic continuation and residue properties of our transform, cf. Section 4 below.
We begin with a pair of relations entailing strictly positive shifts in s 1 . Each of these relations also involves a shift in one of the other s k 's -in the first case, k = 3, and in the second, k = 2.
(a) We have
where
(b) If also s 2 = 0, then
Remark 5 The equivalence of the above three expressions for C a (p, q) is readily checked using straightforward algebra. The first two of these expressions highlight the invariance of C a (p, q) under permutations of the a k 's; the third expression will be of use in simplifying some calculations in Section 3 below.
PROOF. We first prove (a). We multiply equation (13) 
We now multiply (18) a 1 )(s 1 + a 2 )(s 1 + a 3 )(s 1 + a 4 ) = 0,
which is the desired result.
We next prove (b)
from (13), much in the same way as we eliminated T 4,a (s 1 , s 2 + 1, s 3 ) and T 4,a (s 1 , s 2 , s 3 + 1) above. We obtain the following relation:
Into (20) 
as desired. ✷
We now derive a relation entailing strictly positive shifts in s 2 . 
Proposition 6 If
We form a linear combination of (23) and (16) the result is (22) . ✷
We now deduce some relations entailing strictly positive shifts in s 3 .
(b) If s 3 = a k for 1 ≤ k ≤ 4 and s 2 = 0, then
(c) If
PROOF. It is well-known -and may, in fact, be deduced from (8) in terms of "strictly positive shifts in all s k 's" -that is, in terms of transforms
We conclude this section with such a relation. (15), and C a (p, q) as in (17) . If s 1 = −a k and s 3 = a k for 1 ≤ k ≤ 4, and
Proposition 8 Let B(p, q, r) be as in
PROOF. We substitute s 2 → s 2 + 1 into (14) , to get
We then apply this result to (22) to eliminate T 4,a (s 1 , s 2 + 1, s 3 ); we get
Next, we recall that T 4,a (s) is invariant under the transformation (27), so that (29) yields 
We now put (32) into (30) to eliminate T 4,a (s 1 + 1, s 2 + 1, s 3 ); the result is
Some rearrangement of these terms, using, for example, the fact that
then yields the stated result. ✷ 4 Poles and residues of T n,a (s)
As described in Section 1 above, the work [6] of Goldfeld and Woodbury, on the Kuznetsov formula for GL (4), involves a test function p T,R that is defined as an integral of a known function p To obtain estimates of the desired strength for p T,R , the authors need to move certain lines of integration, in this integral defining p T,R , somewhat to the left.
To do so, they require information about poles and residues of T 4,a (s). We develop the required results here.
From the analyticity of T 4,a (s) for s k 's of sufficiently large real parts, and from equation 8, we may readily deduce the following.
Proposition 9 The Mellin transform T 4,a (s) extends to a meromorphic function of the variable
, with poles at
and no other poles or polar divisors in C 3 .
The analyses of [6] require explicit formulas for the residues of T 4,a (s) at the above poles, in the cases where e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ∈ {0, 1}. We now investigate such formulas.
We begin with the following.
Proposition 10 (a) For e 1 ∈ {0, 1}, we have
(b) For e 2 ∈ {0, 1}, we have
(c) For e 3 ∈ {0, 1}, we have
PROOF. The cases where e k = 0, for k = 1, 2 or 3, are given by [18, Theorem 3.2] , in the case n = 4.
To prove our proposition in the case where each e k equals 1, we will apply the recurrence relations of previous section to the case e k = 0.
We begin with case (a), with e 1 = 1. From the corresponding result in the case e 1 = 0 and from Proposition 4(a), and from the translation formula Γ(s + 1) = sΓ(s), we find that
as desired.
To prove part (b) of our proposition, in the case e 2 = 1, we apply the recurrence relation (22) to the case e 2 = 0. We find that
But the third identity in (17) , together with some algebra, imply that
(The last equality results from the observation that, if u + v + w = x + y + z, We now wish to compute residues, of the above residues, in either of the remaining variables. For example, we wish to compute
To reduce the total number of computations that we'll need, we make several observations, which are clear from general principles and from the above proposition.
• "Order doesn't matter;" for example,
• The residue given in Proposition 4(a), as a function of s 3 , is analytic at s 3 = a 1 − e 3 , for e 3 ∈ Z ≥0 . (Note that the factor Γ(s 3 − a 1 ) is "missing" from our above formula for this residue.)
• The residue given in Proposition 4(b), as a function of s 3 , is analytic at s 3 = a 1 − e 3 and s 3 = a 2 − e 3 , for e 3 ∈ Z ≥0 . (Note that the factors Γ(s 3 − a 1 ) and Γ(s 3 − a 2 ) are "missing" from our above formula for this residue.)
Similarly, as a function of s 1 , this residue is analytic at s 1 = −a 3 − e 1 and s 1 = −a 4 − e 1 , for e 1 ∈ Z ≥0 .
In light of the above observations, it will suffice to compute the following "two-variable-at-a-time" residues. Γ(a k − a j − e 2 )
× (1 + a 1 − a 3 )(a 4 − a 1 − 1 − e 1 )(a 3 − a 2 − 1 − e 3 ) + e 1 e 3 (1 + a 2 − a 4 ) e 2 .
PROOF. This follows immediately from Proposition 11(a). ✷
